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Prologue 

Throughout recent years, the Museum of Future Technology... 

 

...had suffered numerous attempts upon its physical and organisational integrity. Time 

and again its brave and forthright occupants... 

 

...had beaten off attacks and subdued coups by whichever means came to hand... 



 

But the result had been insolvency. Following repeated conflicts and unable to obtain 

insurance, the curators... 

 

 ...had been forced to dip into the museum's coffers in order to make the necessary 

repairs. And now the great edifice was destitute. Broke. Cue the famous and heroic 

Earplug Brothers - Rudi, Valentine, Magnuss, Chester, and Miles... 

 

...who didn't hesitate to board a star ship - the Chi-Z-Sox... 



 

...and volunteer to embark upon a Grand Tour of the galaxy. Their quest: to raise the 

funds required to keep the Museum of Future Technology open for the 

foreseeable...ah...future. So, with its captain, Professor Hideous Gout, commanding an 

all-star crew... 

 

...the Chi-Z-Sox began its (hopefully) epic and historic voyage... 

 

The Grand Tour continued. 



Chapter 1 

Whilst happy events unfolded within the Museum of Future Technology, far away, 

upon Scroton, adventurer Magnuss Earplug and anthropologist, Cilica Gelpac... 

 

...had reached a decision. 

"Okay." Cilica said hesitantly. "You know this planet better than me. We'll go to the 

desert village." 

So they did; but to get there they had to cross a rickety rope bridge... 

 

Actually it wasn't a proper rope bridge, but a futuristic monofibre copy that was 

incredibly strong. Strong enough to carry an army upon it. But, sadly, its builders had 

set the foundations in sand; and so this happened... 



 

As Cilica screamed incoherently, Magnuss yelled: "Arse; it's gone all wobbly and it's 

falling down!" 

But, in the event, the hero of earplugdom was only half-right. Magnuss was the only 

thing that plunged in a downward direction... 

 

"Ow." He said. "Now I'm going to have to climb out of this steep-sided gully." 

A while later Magnuss limped along behind Cilica... 



 

"Can't you walk any faster?" She complained. 

"I hurt my knee when I fell from the monofibre bridge." Magnuss complained in turn. 

 

"And whose fault was that?" She complained further. "You will dilly-dally with 

primitive cultures with only a rudimentary grasp of sound building practices. You've 

only got yourself to blame." 

Magnuss felt rightly aggrieved at this. He stopped Cilica short... 

 



"I'll have you know that the cable end society is the every equal of earplug society. In 

some respects they are our superiors. The whole world is only twenty-something years 

old, for flip's sake. And they weren't created by the Supreme Being either!" 

As they climbed to the top of a huge sand dune, this gave Cilica pause for thought... 

 

And, as Scroton's moon shone brightly upon them, she continued to think well into the 

night... 

 

Fortunately, by the time they found somewhere interesting, she'd managed to stop 

thinking... 

 



"This is nice." She said. "Shall we go inside?" 

 

So they did - by the very first door they found... 

 

And, amazingly, the lights were on. 

As Magnuss and Cilica made their way into a small anteroom... 

 

...they were quite unaware that something had occurred earlier in the day that would 

prove most significant. As they had travelled from Scroton Prime they had stopped off 

to smell a canal in dire need of dredging... 



 

It had been full of dangerous red algae and was (what Cilica termed) 'a bit pongy'. Little 

had either of them known (whilst they stood and aromatically assaulted their olfactory 

senses) that they were being watched... 

 

...by the blue polystyrene blob. And they could never have imagined that the 

aforementioned blue polystyrene blob would follow them into the desert. Fortunately, 

for the blue polystyrene blob, it had witnessed Magnuss' horrific fall into the gully... 

 



...and so avoided the monofibre bridge; taking, instead, to its steep, precipitous sides... 

 

But once this hazard had been successfully negotiated... 

 

...it followed in their every footstep... 

 



But, unlike those it followed, the blue polystyrene blob felt that it, in turn, was being 

tracked. And the sensation of anticipation made it gag with fear... 

 

...which was a reasonable reaction because it was being tracked - by a fearsome beast, 

which was a polystyrene-eating monster that roared menacingly as it broke into a 

charge... 

 

Fortunately for the blue polystyrene blob, it always carried a number of stun grenades 

in a small bum-bag. Releasing all of them in one fluid movement... 

 



...the blue polystyrene blob blew a huge crater in the desert sand - stranding the 

stunned creature upon the other side. 

So, as the blue polystyrene blob continued upon its quest, those it followed had decided 

to move out of the anteroom... 

 

...and proceed deeper into the facility... 

 

"I've never seen anywhere like this on Scroton." Magnuss informed Cilica. "If it wasn't 

so obviously old and well-worn, I'd swear it must have been built recently. What can it 

be?" 

Answers didn't come quickly... 

 



...as they discovered ramps that led downwards into the sub-strata... 

 

"I don't think Nigel the Golden One knows anything about this." Magnuss opined. 

"Huh." Cilica snorted contemptuously. "He's such a wonderful guy: he's the world 

leader; of course he knows about this place. It's probably a secret nuclear weapon 

testing facility. It would be typical of a primitive, greed-led, secretive, paranoid, 

culture." 

"Don't be silly." Magnuss replied as they arrived at the basement level... 

 

..."they don't need weapons: they have no enemies - internal or external." 



 

And just to prove his point he said: "I'll go over there, on that needlessly narrow ledge, 

and activate any potential failsafe alarm system." 

And he did, too... 

 

...by breaking wind with such power that it hurt. In response silence reigned supreme... 

 



...as they continued their exploration. 

"See?" Magnuss said above the echoes of their footfalls. "No alarms. Have you ever 

seen a nuclear weapons testing facility that didn't have alarms against gas attack? No, I 

thought not." 

 A short while into their exploration of the mysterious basement beneath the desert 

sand, Magnuss and Cilica discovered a wondrous golden light shining upon them... 

 

As they stared in wonderment at the sight, neither of them noticed their breath as it 

condensed in the cool sub-surface air... 

 

"It's like a vast underground ocean." Magnuss observed. 

Cilica had made an observation of her own: "Yeah," she replied. "An ocean held back 

by a thick glass wall. It's a water tank, you dope. It's probably here to cool some high-

tech stuff. But it sure is pretty." 



 

But, as they stepped upon a gangway that ran beneath the huge tank... 

 

...they discovered a tiny leak; and when they tested it with their noses they weren't 

impressed. 

"Yuk." Magnuss spat. "How disappointing. It's a big bucket of piddle. Someone is 

collecting cable end pee beneath the desert. But why would they do that? It doesn't 

make sense!" 

 



Then Cilica's scientific senses made her look up. "I think it does." She said. 

And when Magnuss looked up, he too was filled with horror. They had found the lost 

cable ends. They were mere plug-in parts in a vast subterranean machine... 

 

"Argh." He wailed. "They've had all their colour sucked out of them!" 

But then his horror multiplied because something caused the cable ends to activate... 

 

"Intruder alert." They said as one. "Search and apprehend immediately." 

In response to the subsequent shaking, as a number of cable ends were released from 

their positions in the machine, Magnuss and Cilica felt decidedly nauseous... 

 



To calm himself, Magnuss thought back to happier times... 

 

...and Yu-Wah Pong in her bikini. Then they were fleeing as stun beams danced across 

the floor, intent upon rendering them inert... 

 

Horror-stricken, Magnuss and Cilica fled like a pair of loonies... 

 

But, despite the fear that threatened to overwhelm their thought processes, both kept 

enough wits about them to recognise a door when they saw one... 



 

"Turn the knob! Turn the knob!" Magnuss yelled as he looked around him... 

 

"Or press the button." He added, slightly more thoughtfully. "Whichever one works 

better... 

 

...or quickly!" 

Then, just as they were about to fall into the zombie/robotic-like cable end's grasp, the 

door burst open, and they were suddenly on the other side of it... 



 

"That's better." Cilica said above the noise of a hundred fists hammering upon the 

door. "They'll never figure out the combination. Not even a simple one like one, two, 

three, four." 

"Oh-no." Magnuss wailed... 

 

..."Cable ends have really good ears: and you've just told them the combination!" 

"Yeah, really." Cilica scoffed. "They're automatons: they wouldn't know a combination 

lock, from a space dock." 

"You silly anthropologist." Magnuss roared angrily. "You're comparing them with 

earplugs again. Get this into your thick head: they're not earplugs. They don't think 

like earplugs. Now run!" 

This final instruction couldn't have been better timed, because... 



 

...a split second later the cable end horde came bursting through, and both earplugs 

were pursued into a courtyard...  

 

...that appeared to be some sort of historic landmark or tourist trap... 

 



"I wonder if they charge an entrance fee? During the good times, I mean." Cilica 

gasped as they ran towards the only exit, which (they didn't know it) led to a... 

 

...maze. "Oh cripes." Magnuss grumbled. "I don't do mazes very well. I get all confused 

and... 

 

...tend to turn the wrong way." 

Which, of course, is exactly what he had done this time too... 

 



And now they were surrounded. 

"Surrender." The cable end horde spoke as one. "Or be destroyed." 

Magnuss sighed; he knew when he was beaten. "Better to surrender now." He 

whispered to his colleague. "That way we live to fight another day." 

"Is that another thing that's different between earplugs and cable ends?" Cilica 

inquired in her professional capacity... 

 

But Magnuss didn't answer: he was too busy being led away...into inevitable captivity. 

 Magnuss and Cilica might have fallen into the clutches of the cable end horde, but their 

capture hadn't gone unnoticed... 

 

Yes, the blue polystyrene blob that had followed them from the mud village was 

watching from the shadows... 



 

And even as the last of the horde trudged by, a plan was forming inside his polystyrene 

head. 

As for Magnuss and Cilica, they were taken to meet two unimaginably impossible alien 

beings... 

 

As though by telepathic means, Magnuss managed to persuade Cilica to smile. But it 

didn't help: "I am Pete." The huge red being spoke through a vast hole in its head, 

which sounded vaguely like the wind blowing through a deep canyon. "This is Colin. 

Consider yourself our prisoners - like all those dim-wit cable ends, who now service all 

of our needs." 

"How did you take over Scroton?" Cilica inquired. 

"Yeah." Magnuss snapped. "How'd you get past all their planetary defences?" 

"What, you mean that huge sphere thing... 



 

...that blows suspect star ships to smithereens?"... 

 

...Pete inquired in response. 

"Yeah; that's the one." Magnuss replied. 

"It went on vacation." Pete answered. 

"With the aliens that created this whole civilisation." Colin added.  

"So," Pete took up the explanation again, "that left the metaphorical back door open 

for us. We've taken their civilisation from them. Hah-hah - I can't wait to see the look 

on their metaphysical faces when they come back." 

"But what are your long-term plans?" Cilica asked. 

"No long-term plans." Colin answered - rather frightfully, or so thought Magnuss. "We 

only do short-term stuff. We hold the cable ends for ransom. We two get rich. You two - 

we plug into the cable end network: I'm sure we'll suck loads of energy out of you!" 



 

"No." Magnuss yelled without embarrassment. "I'm a hero of earplugdom: you can't 

do this to me!" 

And he continued in much the same vein as they led him away... 

 

Instead of joining in, Cilica thought back to the time when she had taken a hotel room 

above the swimming pool in which the Earplug Brothers had enjoyed a swimming pool 

party... 

 

But it didn't help any. They were still taken away and locked up... 



 

"I'm so glad we don't have ears." Pete said to Colin, as the door opened and their 

captives disappeared through it. "Those earplugs make such a dreadful noise." 

Chapter 2 

Meanwhile, upon the Ice World...  

 

...someone was having similar problems. That someone was the incarcerated traitor, 

Marnus Stenchnee, who had just received a visit from his brother Marnus Pongfinger... 



 

But all that Pongfinger intended was to gloat. In fact he thumbed his nose at his brother 

several times, before turning his back… 

 

"So long, Stenchnee." Pongfinger said as he departed the jail's interview room. "Due to 

your gross misjudgement, I fear I must inform you that you're fired: you are freed from 

your well-paid burden of public servitude: you are out of a job. And you're out of here 

too!" 

Stenchnee was still in the act of assimilating this information, and wondering where he 

was supposed to go following his dismissal, when Cruton Miasma, Tudor Porks, and 

Uda Spritzer dragged him from his cell and hustled him through the prison building...  

 



Suddenly overcome with a combination of rage and confusion, Stenchnee roared: "I 

don't bloody believe this. The situation is intolerable. I won't accept your authority. Do 

you hear me?" 

 

Then he broke into a desperate dash for freedom... 

 

"Tudor." Uda said calmly. 

"Uda." Tudor replied laconically. 

"Best stop him before he does something silly." Uda continued. 

"As you wish." Tudor responded with slow, deliberate diction. He then let loose with his 

Chichester Seventy-Three assault rifle... 

 



"Very good." Uda said dispassionately. "How fortunate that those Seventh Cavalry 

weapons are fitted with a stun setting." 

So, following a slap 'round the cheeks and a kick in the kidneys from Cruton Miasma, 

Stenchnee once more found himself being marched through the facility... 

 

"If you expect me to beg for mercy," he snarled, "you'll be waiting for a long time. 

Eternity, in fact. I would rather give up using soft, wet lavatory paper than ask you 

three horrible underlings for understanding." 

He would have said more; but by the time he'd thought of anything meaningful, all four 

earplugs were outside... 

 

It was Tudor Porks who selected the moment when he, Uda, and Cruton stopped 

trudging through the deepening snow... 



 

"Carry on." Uda said to Stenchnee as he paused when he realised that he was walking 

alone. "Off you go. The world is your marine shell fish: make of it what you will. But 

you are banished from the city. So sod off and don't come back." 

Stenchnee's real nemesis had heard of his imminent ejection, and so Trubbil, Trubbol, 

and Wilf emerged from a door, set high, upon the city wall... 

 

...from where they looked down upon the conniving brother of their wise and illustrious 

leader as he stepped out upon a passing glacier... 

 



Stenchnee noticed them standing high above him. "I'm undone." He whispered to 

himself. "What a fool I've been. And a total wally too." 

He then called out to an indifferent world: "I'm a turd, it's true. I deserve everything I 

get. I bear no malice for any of you. I hope you can forgive me - even if you can't." 

Then he noticed that his trousers had become disconcertingly soggy and that the glacier 

wasn't quite as stable as he would have liked... 

 

And as he began to sink through the deathly cold amalgam of rock and ice, he growled: 

"I take that back: you're all gits!" 

Upon the wall, Trubbol, Trubbil, and Wilf chose to look away... 

 

"Can you open the air lock for us, Wilf?" Trubbol asked. "I hate to see a grown earplug 

cry." 

Uda Spritzer, Tudor Porks, and Cruton Miasma had felt much the same way... 



 

...but they also felt slightly more inclined to save Stenchnee's useless hide and so carried 

his frozen form back inside. 

"You know that you're only stoking up trouble in the future." Tudor said to Uda. "He's 

bound to try it on again, you know." 

"Nonsense." Uda replied. "We're both scientists with a huge research budget: I'm sure 

we can think up some ghastly experiments to perform upon him. No one need ever 

know that we've saved his life. But first let's warm him up in the microwave." 

Marnus Stenchnee's life might not have been a happy one at that particular moment; 

but the lives of Magnuss Earplug and Cilica Gelpac were not much better... 

 

Magnuss, in particular, was most unimpressed: "I'm not impressed with this situation, 

in the least, Cilica." He called from his cell. 

"Me neither." The anthropologist called back. "I can't get my toilet to flush." 



Magnuss was about to respond, when he noticed a movement in the corridor outside his 

cell window... 

 

Cilica spotted it too. "Quickly, Magnuss," she hissed, "say something deep and 

meaningful. Appeal to its better side." 

"Hey, you." He whispered as loudly as he dared... 

 

..."My friend, here, will give you a great big kiss...if you let us out of this flipping 

prison." 



"I don't require a great big kiss, Magnuss Earplug." The Blue Polystyrene Blob replied. 

"My name is Engineer, First Class, Oswald Tetrahedron. I work for the aliens who 

created this wondrous civilisation. I was accidentally left behind by those devil-beings 

when I popped into the toilet to adjust my gusset. Everyone else was abducted. I've been 

lying low - waiting for a brave someone to come along and save us." 

Then, without warning, he grabbed Magnuss and dragged him out through the 

window... 

 

"And you, Sir, are he. Welcome to Scroton." 

Well it didn't take much longer for Cilica to be freed - even if she did look at Oswald 

Tetrahedron 'a bit funny' at first... 

 

Then it was simply a matter of dusting themselves down... 



 

...and being told what to do next by Oswald. 

"As it stands," the alien engineer said, "we three are powerless to resist the power of the 

Air Heads. They control everything of importance, except, perhaps, the sewage system. 

Or maybe they control that too." He mumbled as he thought back to the red algae 

growing in the open sewer. "Evil, they are: always doing things on the cheap. It's all 

about money and wealth. I don't know what the ransom for this planet will be, but I'm 

betting it'll be more than a year's wages." 

"Fine." Magnuss grumbled. "But can we find our way out of here? A guard could come 

along at any second." 

"Yes, yes, of course." Oswald replied. "We have to get to the planetary communication 

system. Come, let's go." 

Two minutes later... 

 

"I must have put on weight since my masters went on vacation." Oswald admitted. 

"Still, with any luck, I should be able to work it off before they return. Right, that's it, 

we're ready to go." 



From there the terrific trio proceeded directly to... 

 

...the nearest Com Station - the lights of which now winked invitingly. 

"There you go." Oswald said with a proud lilt in his voice, "Ready for action." 

Well, as Magnuss stepped further on to the speaking mat... 

 

...he knew exactly who he was going to call. 

"Open Channel Dee." He said. 

A moment later... 

 



...Rudi's face appeared on the view screen. 

"Magnuss, man." He said, his normal pitch having risen through several octaves. 

"What's going down, baby?" 

Magnuss didn't waste any time making small talk. He transmitted every morsel of 

information he could think of. 

"Too much, man." Rudi exclaimed. "What a groove. Be ready for extraction. We're on 

our way, baby brother." 

  Satisfied with a job well done, Magnuss, Cilica and Oswald made good speed in their 

efforts to depart the Comm Station before anyone detected their presence... 

 

But as they headed towards the door, Magnuss had a sudden thought... 

 

"Say," he said, "how do we know this isn't some kind of trap or test? You could be an 

Air Head stooge. How did you manage to evade discovery in the toilet? Tell me that." 

An earplug might have taken offence; but Oswald wasn't an earplug. 

"Easy," he replied without rancour... 



 

...I get easily embarrassed when adjusting my dress, so I always do it inside a personal 

invisibility cloak. This one, to be precise." 

Cilica was impressed; but Magnuss felt like a heel. "Oh yeah." He said quietly, realising 

that he had misjudged their saviour. "Jolly good: carry on." 

 

Then, in the excitement of realising that he was no longer alone, following months of 

solitude in the empty mud village, Oswald raced ahead. 

"This is the way to our rendezvous point with your flying saucer." He yelled. "I'm going 

into space again. Hurrah. Last one there is a scotch egg!" 

Chapter 3 

If Oswald Tetrahedron was keen to re-enter the vacuum of the ether between worlds, 

two other citizens of the Galaxy were even keener to leave it... 



 

They were siblings and their names were Dorkan and Dawlish Deathwish; and they 

were galactic prospectors. Their lives consisted of flying through space, visiting 

uninhabited planets, and looking for stuff they could either use or sell. They were 

particularly fond of mineral deposits. The sister, Dorkan, would ride around on her 

Planet Pummeller... 

 

...thumping up and down and shaking the ground; and the brother, Dawlish, would see 

what happened afterwards... 



 

...which was normally very little. It was a tried and tested method, even if it didn't work 

very well. 

"Inefficient." Dawlish would say to himself. "But Dorkan is afraid of drills; and I'm 

allergic to explosives. So I suppose this system will have to do. Until we can think of 

something else, that is." 

Well, one day, they spotted a planet that appeared to have once been home to a 

civilisation, but was now long abandoned. 

"Let's go there." Dorkan had said at the time of its discovery. "If they scarpered in a 

hurry, they might have left lots of mined minerals in vast silos and other catchment 

areas." 

So they'd landed... 

 

...and were suitably impressed by all the rocks that lay about. Especially the yellow 

ones. But then Dawlish spotted something... 



 

"Look." He cried. "It closely resembles a tourist attraction with a rudimentary 

drawbridge." 

Well if there was one thing that neither Deathwish sibling could resist, it was a 

drawbridge... 

 

"They're so romantic." Dorkan had gushed. "And look - a touristic castle, too!" 

 

Fortunately the door had been left ajar when the planet had been evacuated. So they let 

themselves in... 



 

"Like the décor." Dorkan had said. 

But Dawlish was moved on a sub-conscious level and discovered that he was so thrilled 

that he fainted... 

 

"It's nice, I admit." Dorkan spoke to her comatose brother. "But it's not that good." 

Five minutes after his recovery, Dawlish was still feeling somewhat shame-faced... 

 



"I feel hesitant to embarrass myself in front of you again." He said, as they made their 

way along a corridor. "Perhaps we should split up and search different areas." 

Dorkan, ever keen to spend some time alone, especially after having been cooped up for 

months aboard the survey ship with her brother, readily agreed. So, for the first time in 

yonks, she walked alone across another novelty drawbridge... 

 

And Dawlish discovered a strange cupboard with something upon the top shelf that 

might have been a hat... 

 

Under normal working conditions he would often wear a dull blue helmet. The thought 

of trying on a black hat thrilled him to his core. In fact he was so thrilled to the core 

that he climbed the cupboard's internal shelving unit... 

 

...and reached out for the inviting item. 



Dorkan, meanwhile, had discovered the tourist attraction's stone-cold power supply... 

 

...and wondered what calamity had driven its creators from the planet. 

As Dorkan wondered, Dawlish's attention wandered and he quickly lost the co-

ordination between his eyes, hands, and legs. Or, to put it another way, he fell out of the 

cupboard... 

 

"Ow!" He bellowed - his voice echoing along seemingly infinite corridors. "This 

exploring malarkey isn't half as much fun in practice as it appears in theory." 

But his mood brightened instantly when he tried the hat on... 

 



"Perfection itself." He said cheerfully. "And a wizard's hat too. A prospector couldn't 

ask for more!" 

Dorkan felt less happy... 

 

"This place is like a mausoleum - only without any bodies. I think it’s time to leave." 

So she called out to Dawlish... 

 

... who quickly tucked his new hat into his back pocket, and exited the building with 

her... 

 



...setting out for pastures new... 

 

...wherever those were. 

It was later in the day, with a plunging ambient temperature, that Dawlish decided to 

place his new hat upon his head...  

 

...and start a fire in a handy brazier... 

 



He'd fully expected the fire to keep him warm. What he didn't expect was for the 

flickering flame to speak. 

"I am the Flame of Knowledge." The Brazier spoke with a surprisingly pleasant 

contralto. "Whoever wears the wizard hat is welcome to access my data." 

"Oh, good." Dawlish said. "Um, give me a pocket history of this planet." 

"Once there were small furry things that scurried along predetermined paths." The 

Brazier began... 

 

..."They continued to scurry along predetermined paths for millions of years. In fact 

these predetermined paths became worn so deep that very often the braver small furry 

things became adept at running along the steep sides... 

 

...without slowing down or falling off. Then, one day, hundreds of thousands of years 

ago, earplugs that had evolved in the sea waded ashore and began to live upon the land. 

They evolved rapidly - quickly shedding their nasty gills and horrible webbed feet... 

 



...and began eating the small furry things, until they became extinct. Eventually the 

earplugs created a wonderful city... 

 

Then, not long ago, something with vast power removed them. Took them all away. 

Relocated them somewhere else, I guess. Don't know what it was; but the earplugs were 

powerless against it. But the city's still there: wanna see it?" 

The Brazier then indicated the direction that Dawlish should follow... 

 

"It's over thattaway. Or maybe slightly thattaway... 

 



...Off you go. Good luck." 

"Um, thank you." A surprised Dawlish managed. "I'll fetch my sister. Maybe there'll be 

a working shower there. This is a strange planet: if you don't mind, I'll probably be 

calling upon your services again." 

So, by following the course indicated by the Flame of Knowledge, Dawlish and Dorkan 

soon stood together upon a barren plain... 

 

In the distance the towers of a magnificent city stood proud against an afternoon sky. 

For the Deathwishes the question of whether to visit it, or not, was clearly a no-brainer. 

"Have you got your hiking boots on?" Dawlish asked. 

"Ah, that would be an affirmative." Dorkan replied. "What about your jogging pants?" 

"Yep." Dawlish answered. "With my vest nicely tucked into it. Right then; let's go." 

So, without another word, the two prospectors began the long walk towards the 

uninhabited city... 

 



"I expect any toilet paper, over there, will have curled up and blown away by now." 

Dawlish said as they broke into a steady, measured march. "But not to worry: I've 

brought a packet of emergency moist tissues with me." 

Although experienced prospectors, Dorkan and Dawlish quickly discovered that the 

distance to the city was much farther than they had anticipated, and by nightfall they 

were still massively short of their goal. Fortunately they discovered the city's water 

supply, upon which a tethered coracle bobbed lazily. Naturally they untied it and 

allowed the sturdy craft to transport them towards the city... 

 

As a child Dorkan had always loved boating; so she enjoyed every kilometre as it 

slipped by beneath their hull... 

 

"Ooh," she said to her brother, in a moment of reflection "look at all them stars: aint 

they pretty!" 



But a while into their mono-directional voyage both siblings thought they could hear 

noises from beneath the ripples... 

 

"Oh-er," Dawlish groaned. "Did you remember to pack the shark repellent?" 

But they need not have worried - no more than the submarine creature that caused the 

sound needed to concern itself about the Deathwishes... 

 

…though it was a tad surprised when its midnight sojourn to the outside lavatory was 

interrupted by the light of Dawlish's flash light. 

"Oi." it bellowed in a flurry of bubbles. "I'm trying to have a poop down here. Turn off 

that flipping light!" 



Surprised into instant obedience, Dawlish flicked the light off.  

"Wait a minute." Dorkan said to Dawlish. "This planet is uninhabited: ergo we must 

have imagined that command. I'm turning on the light again. Let's see what happens." 

So she did... 

 

Beneath the surface, the water-dweller grew instantly furious... 

 

"You rat bags." It bellowed. "This is my stretch of canal. If you don't switch that light 

off, I'm gonna come up there and give you a piece of my mind!" 



The words, when they arrived at the canal's surface, were garbled by the movement of 

the water; so the Deathwishes ignored it. A moment later, though, they considered 

regretting it... 

 

"Argh!" The water-dweller screamed as its angry, glowing head broke the surface. 

"Earplugs: I hate them! I hate you too. I thought you'd all been carted off to who-

knows-where!" 

"I'm sorry." Dorkan, realising that the strange creature could be a possible ally, said. 

"We didn't mean to intrude. Look, we've turned off the light. But before you resume 

your act of midnight defecation, I wonder if you could explain what you mean by 'who-

knows-where'." 

Its fury diminishing by the nanosecond, the canal creature decided to be reasonable... 

 



"Another planet." It explained. "I may be a simple canal creature, but I am well versed 

in astronomy. I know all about other planets and spaceships and stuff.  I used to go to 

college in the earplug city. But they laughed at me. They said I was un-evolved. Just 

because they came out of the water hundreds of thousands of years before mine did, 

made them think they were superior. I was often victimized and called a flat-headed 

tonsillectomy. So I returned to the canal and took up my old profession of channel 

dredging and freshwater shrimping. It doesn't pay well, but my blood pressure is much 

lower since returning to a more simple aquatic life. Well good luck on your quest or 

whatever you're doing. Bye-bye." 

Then it was gone - back to the river bed... 

 

"That was enlightening." Dorkan said immediately after the bubbles had subsided and 

they were once more upon their way. "I didn't know that bottom-feeders had toilets." 

Dawn was in the act of breaking when Dorkan and Dawlish finally entered the outskirts 

of the city... 

 



Trying the first door they came to, the siblings were surprised to discover an unusual 

cottage industry. Prior to the mass abduction, an earplug, or earplugs, had been 

working on an interceptor missile. Naturally the prospectors tried to get the motor 

running... 

 

Initially the motor coughed and farted; but after Dorkan's expert fettling, it spat out a 

great big glob of incandescent energy... 

 

"That looks hopeful." Dorkan said. "That appears to be a unique propulsion system. It 

could be worth a fortune. Of course we'll have to get it working properly first." 

Dawlish could see the logic in his sister's thinking: "Yeah, good idea." He said. "But 

first, let's look at some other stuff. Galactic Prospecting Health and Safety rules 

demand that we put on our safety helmets first, of course." 

So, when they departed the missile development facility, they were fully clad and ready 

for action... 

 



For days on end, the siblings searched the city... 

 

They even took an apartment, which they used as a base of operations. One day Dawlish 

was taking a stroll... 

 

...when something caught his eye... 

 

"Dorkan." He called. "What the heck are you doing? You're no engineer!" 



 

"I've found an armoured reconnaissance vehicle." Dorkan called back. All it needs is a 

little TLC. You never know when you're going to need an armoured reconnaissance 

vehicle." 

But fixing armoured reconnaissance vehicles wasn't Dorkan's sole interest: she also 

enjoyed a spot of mountaineering... 

 

And it was on one of her solo trips to a nearby rocky ridge that she finally climbed high 

enough to see what lay upon the other side. And what a sight it was that greeted her 

eyes... 



 

"Cripes." She said. "What the flipping heck is that? Look at that amber glow... 

 

...It's so lovely. I must rush back to tell Dawlish; he can ask the Flame of Knowledge all 

about it." 

Chapter 4 

Well, needless to say, Dawlish felt intensely discomforted by Dorkan's news. He simply 

couldn't wait to consult the Flame of Knowledge... 



 

But when the Brazier sprang into life and listened to Dawlish's request for information 

pertinent to a huge glowing orb-like thing upon the opposite side of the mountains, it... 

 

...blew hot air in his face and roared: "Never, ever, ever, EVER go there. Do you hear 

me? The people of the city went to take a look-see...and never came back. I've been 

desperately lonely ever since: I can't afford to lose you too!" 

Although slightly taken aback by the Brazier's outburst, Dawlish took on board the 

fiery advice; so the following day it was back to work. Both Deathwishes had noticed 

occasional surges in the power supply, so they decided to visit the power generator, 

which lay in the centre of a flat plain far from the city. Dorkan chose to indulge her 

athletic desires by running there: but Dawlish elected to use one of the few operating 

travel buggies available. So soon he entered the underground buggy park... 



 

And shortly after that, pedal to the metal, he tore out of the garage... 

 

Meanwhile Dorkan was taking a much shorter, more direct route... 

 

...and she was finding it hard going. 



"Golly." She said to herself. "This is much more demanding than I expected. If my guts 

get much more jiggled, I think I'm going to burst." 

Dorkan, it seemed, had tempted fate. Just moments later she was forced to cast aside 

her safety helmet and rugged dungarees to produce a spectacular burst of intestinal gas 

that coloured the rock upon which she stood, almost as well as a female weightlifter 

might have done... 

 

Dawlish, meanwhile, was having no such problems... 

 

But shortly after, Dorkan had her trousers back up and was making significant 

headway in their undisclosed race to the power plant... 



 

But despite her great speed, she couldn't match the velocity of the travel buggy... 

 

...though it did wobble a bit on the turns... 

 

As a result of this basic instability, Dawlish was forced to lift off the gas, and as he 

approached his destination, he found... 



 

...Dorkan ahead of him. But as he swept by, he called out... 

 

..."Dorkan: wanna lift?" But he didn't mean it. And he didn't have a pillion seat 

anyway. So instead he whizzed to the next junction... 

 

...skidded the buggy to a halt; then awaited Dorkan's arrival. After all he didn't much 

fancy entering the mysterious facility all alone. 



For Dorkan and Dawlish Deathwish, stepping into the power plant was like children 

stepping into a candy factory... 

 

"Wow," they said as one, "would ya get a load of that. So many gizmos and flashing 

lights. Just feel that 'thrumming' power!" 

 

In a virtual state of awe, the sister and brother combo crossed the floor. But when they 

got there... 

 



"This appears to be some sort of gear box. Duh?" A puzzled Dawlish observed. 

"And this control panel has buttons I've never seen before." Dorkan added to her 

brother's confusion. "It's a technology that I'm unfamiliar with: we'll need to do a deep 

thrust magnetic resonance scan." 

"I concur." Dawlish replied... 

 

...as he stepped aboard the control panel. "Until we can understand how this stuff 

works, we could twiddle the wrong dongle and blow this place to smithereens." 

"These earplugs must have evolved really weirdly." Dorkan opined. "Look at this 

atomic mass conversion furnace: it has its own built-in coffee maker. And, if I'm not 

mistaken, the pipe that disappears through the wall contains effluent. How did that get 

in there?" 

"By the Saint of All Earplugs." Dawlish exploded. "Do you realise what we've found 

here?" 

Dorkan didn't... 

 



"The ultimate power plant." Dawlish explained. "It takes all the city's waste products 

from the sewage farm, and converts it into energy. Poop to power: effluent energy; it's 

ecologically perfect!" 

"Wow, Dawlish." Dorkan said with an uncharacteristic smile in her voice. "We've hit 

the mother lode here. Suddenly I like being a prospector. This could make us rich 

beyond the dreams of avarice, whoever he was. No more riding around on those bloody 

Planet Pummellers. But we can't do much right now; it's nearly breakfast time. We'll 

come back this afternoon and search for some blueprints and schematics." 

With that the siblings made their way from the wondrous power plant... 

 

"I think a celebratory cup of cocoa is in order." Dawlish said. 

"With tiny lumps of marshmallow floating on top." Dorkan added cheerfully. 

But Dorkan and Dawlish were doomed never to visit the power plant again. Events were 

about to engulf them! 

Chapter 5 

Following their cocoa and marshmallows, Dorkan and Dawlish chose to ride the 

armoured reconnaissance vehicle back to the power plant... 

 



But due to vibrations in the anti-rectangular valve, they elected to abort the mission 

until the following day... 

 

...and, instead went back to work upon the interceptor missile... 

 

...which was displaying a distinct improvement. 

"Tell you what." Dorkan suggested, "Get your wizard hat on: see if the Flame of 

Knowledge can give us that final tweak that will perfect the drive unit." 

So... 

 



...he did. "Well?" He queried, following his request for information. 

"It's probably a pressure differential in the wim-wom clutterbox." The Brazier replied. 

"Try adjusting the bipolar skid bucket." 

Upon Dawlish's return, Dorkan duly made the adjustments... 

 

"Jumping jack boots!" Dorkan exclaimed. "The motor is running at less than zero 

point one percent. Dawlish - forget the stupid power plant; this propulsion system can 

run our ship for the next millennia. And it will use the vacuum of space for fuel"  

Naturally Dawlish returned to the Flame of Knowledge to say 'thank you'... 

 

What he didn't expect was to be given an instruction and a direction in which he must 

proceed immediately, if not sooner. So, without delay, he and his sister... 

 



...walked into another section of the city, where they expected to find a steep staircase, 

up which they had walked several times to access an ATM, from which they often 

finagled coins for use in the widespread public lavatory system that operated across the 

city. But what they found stopped them short... 

 

"Um, it's melted." Dawlish said, rather obviously. 

"But what could have done this?" Dorkan asked. 

As if in answer of her question, a disembodied voice cleared it’s...er...disembodied 

throat. The siblings looked up towards the ATM. What they saw astonished them... 

 

The ATM appeared to have grown eyes... 



 

"Help!" It cried out. "Deathwish siblings; prospectors extraordinaire. Please." 

Below both Deathwishes were dubious of the apparition... 

 

"Hmmm." Dorkan said to Dawlish. "If that's supposed to be the green-eyed God of 

Larch Lap Fencers and Garden Gate Erectors, I'll eat your wizard hat. He's safely 

ensconced at the Galactic Court of Justice. This is obviously a scam." 

"But who would perpetrate such an act upon us?" Dawlish said in a tone that clearly 

questioned his sister's logic. "We filed no flight plans. We're citizens of open space. 

Who, but a God, would know we're here?" 

But before Dorkan could respond, the God of Larch Lap Fencers and Garden Gate 

Erectors let out a terrible cry of anguish... 

 



"It's the Supreme Being." He wailed. "He's gone all wonky. He's like a changed God. So 

unreasonable. He plans galactic conquest and the subjugation of all species - living and 

dead. All the members of the Galactic Court have been reduced to the ranks. Take me, 

for example: now I'm the back-up lavatory attendant in the lower cells! I melted the 

staircase to get your attention: now listen to me. You must find the Earplug Brothers. 

Only they can save the galaxy from a Supreme Being gone mad!" 

Both earplugs were about to respond... 

 

...when suddenly the God of Larch Lap Fencers etcetera gave off a muffled squeak and 

was replaced in the ATM screen with none other than... 

 

...the Wonky Supreme Being. 

"Who the flip are you?" He roared - his nostrils glowing angrily and his beard a suffuse 

glow. "Puny whelks. Here, have some of this!" 



With that Dorkan and Dawlish found themselves transfixed... 

 

"Oh, by the Saint of All Earplugs." Dawlish said with a tremulous voice. "He's gone 

and placed us in an impregnable blue fruit bowl field." 

"Is that a sort of force field?" Dorkan inquired. "If so it's merely a matter of 

discovering the frequency of its generator coils. Find that; inject a counter-field; and its 

hey-ho-here-we-go." 

"Rubbish." The Wonky Supreme Being bellowed... 

 

..."But just for being a smart-arse I'm gonna reverse the field. Let's see you think your 

way outta that one, you little yellow twerp!" 



 

"Help!" Dawlish cried ineffectually. "I get all claustrophobic; please let me out." 

"Dawlish." Dorkan snapped after slapping both of Dawlish's cheeks and kneeing him in 

the groin. "Stop wittering. Start thinking. What can nullify an inverted blue fruit bowl 

field?" 

Dawlish pulled himself together. "Um, I heard that gas is quite good. It has to be the 

right sort of gas, of course. Not an inert one; that would never work. A noxious gas - 

organic in origin. It interferes with the electrical connections in hyper space." 

This was just the answer that Dorkan had prayed for. "Dawlish." She said sternly. 

"Cast aside your claustrophobia. I know it goes against all your principles; but I'm 

afraid you're going to have to let rip within an enclosed space." 

Dawlish sighed. This was, quite probably, the nadir of his life. "Okay." He whispered. 

"If you insist." 

A split second later... 

 

And, as though by magic, the binding force that confined them, confined them no 

more... 



 

But Dawlish had paid a terrible price. He'd fainted from inner embarrassment and self-

loathing. 

 Fortunately a few blows to the occipital lobe soon roused the dormant prospector... 

 

"Oh thank you, Dorkan." Dawlish gushed as he straightened his wizard hat. "I don't 

know what I'd do without you." 

"Die, probably." Dorkan replied with a disdainful sniff. "Right then; are you ready?" 

"Ready?" A still half-addled Dawlish inquired. "Ready for what?" 

"Getting the heck off this flipping planet." Dorkan answered. "By the quickest means 

possible." 



Five minutes later the two prospectors had entered the workshop and mounted the 

Armoured Reconnaissance Vehicle... 

 

Dorkan set the vehicle to Lift Mode... 

 

Then, rather inexpertly, she turned it in its own length... 

 

...and blasted for the exit... 



 

"Steady on." Dawlish yelled from the rear flatbed. "I don't have my seat belt fastened 

properly. And there's a very real possibility that I might throw up. " 

But Dorkan wasn't really listening... 

 

...as the vehicle swept majestically across the shopping buggy park and out on to... 



 

...the road out of town. 

"Wheeeee!" She squealed as she wound the motor to maximum revs. "Next stop; the 

place where we left our ship." 

Meanwhile, upon the Earplug Brother's flying saucer... 

 

...Engineer, First Class, Oswald Tetrahedron was being introduced to Rudi, Valentine, 

Miles, and Chester. 

"Our saviour." Magnuss said proudly.  

"Hey, blue man, its swell to meet you." Rudi said by way of welcome. "Can I get you 

some coffee? A bowl of corn flakes, maybe? The key to the bridge toilet?" 

But Magnuss had a better suggestion. 



 Magnuss, as always, cut straight to the chase: "Things are afoot." He stated 

simply. "But we don't have all the facts. Before we act with our usual impetuosity, let's 

go get some guidance." 

So it was straight to the Cyber Oracle Compartment for everyone... 

 

But when Rudi attempted communication with the device of wisdom, he was met with 

silence. Or 'inertness' as Oswald described the lack of response. 

"Well that's that, then." Miles said from the door. "It’s back to using our regular 

innate flair and élan." 

"And impetuosity." Chester added. "There's a lot to be said for impetuosity." 

"There's a lot to be said for toilet roll too." Valentine spoke sagely. "But I don't figure 

that this is either the time or the place for it." 

Magnuss wasn't quite so quick to give up: "Oswald," he said, "you're a brilliant 

technician: can you get it going?" 

Oswald snorted. "I'm from the Tetrahedron clan." He replied. "I was born to get it 

going." Then he did this... 

 



"Far out, man." Rudi exclaimed. "Telekinesis!" 

Whether it was telekinesis, magic, or plain dumb luck, the party trick did 

the...ah...trick. Moments later... 

 

...the Cyber Oracle sprang into sentient life. 

"Whoo." It yelled. "That was something. First I was knocked for a loop by a powerful 

God-wave that came racing in at light speed from an unexpected quarter: then Oswald 

Tetrahedron reversed the effect and made everything clear to me. So what do you want 

to know?" 

"The direction of that God-wave." Magnuss answered. 

Moments later Rudi was on the radio to Earth... 

 

"Get the curators outta bed, baby." He snarled across the light years. "And get that 

Omnipresent Scanner kick started too. I wanna see what we're up against." 

With that he transmitted the co-ordinates that had been supplied by the Cyber Oracle. 

And shortly after that... 



 

...Cushions Smethwyke reported that the scanner beam was being blocked. 

"I'm sorry." She said apologetically. "But it seems that our much vaunted Omnipresent 

Scanner isn't quite as omnipresent as we thought. Something, or someone, won't let us 

look. Rotten swine!" 

Magnuss didn't waste a second asking for possible explanations. Instead he... 

 

...called Captain Hydious Gout, whilst Rudi banked the saucer in preparation for a 

rendezvous with the Chi-Z-Sox... 

 



They needed to be somewhere else...fast! So, since the flying saucer was limited to light 

speed, the obvious first port of call for the Earplug Brothers was the Chi-Z-Sox, aboard 

which the First Officer, Mister Splatt, was reporting to the captain... 

 

...who, in turn, was looking at some nice videos of planets that he and Putridity quite 

fancied visiting during their Grand Tour... 

 

"The Earplug Brothers have returned, Sir." He spoke loudly above the soundtrack of 

crashing waves and creaking rock. "They have a guest with them." 

"Show them in, Mister Splatt." Putridity spoke upon her husband's behalf. "I like 

guests: they say such nice things about the decor." 

So, without further ado... 



 

...Valentine and Chester pushed a nervous Oswald on to the bridge. 

"Come, heroic blue polystyrene blob." Hydious said in his most kindly, genial tone. 

"Let's be hearing your tale. From what Magnuss informed us, you have done us all a 

wonderful service. If it's possible we'd like to reward you for all you've done." 

A look of disbelief crossed Oswald's not particularly handsome features. When he 

spoke, it was with utter gratitude: "You what? Oh that's great. Totally t'riffic in fact. 

I'm well chuffed, I can tell you. The best I ever got from my superiors on Scroton was: 

'Your task is complete; now eat and rest. Don't expect any thanks, by the way; you're paid 

well enough. What - are you still here?' I don't know what to say. I've come over all 

emotional." 

He then did something that was so uncharacteristic for him, and polystyrene engineers 

in general, that he surprised himself. He leapt across the room... 

 

...and tried to give Putridy a big sloppy kiss. But he lost his footing half way there and 

fell on his arse. 

"Ow!" He said to an amused bridge crew. "What an entrance for a hero!" 



Chapter 6 

Once everyone had reacquired their decorum, Hydious Gout had the Helmsplug set 

course for the unknown destination... 

 

And it was with mixed feelings of anticipation and dread that they watched Scroton's 

sun recede in the rear-view screen... 

 

At the highest speed permissible by the ship's designers - Hydious and Putridity Gout - 

they followed the course given to them by the Cyber Oracle, until something big and 

black hove into view dead ahead... 



 

"Something big and black, dead ahead." Mister Splatt announced to anyone who hadn't 

noticed... 

 

"That's lucky." Putridity replied as she let her imagination run away with her. "At 

least it isn't big and brown. Just picture that: a great big space poop!" 

 

"I believe that it is a black hole, Sir." Mister Splatt opined. 



Splatt's opinion was good enough for Hydious. "Theoretically it could be an interstellar 

transfer point." He said. "Isn't that right, Mister Splatt?" 

"Indeed, Sir." Splatt replied. "At least in theory. Entering it could take us to another 

part of the galaxy. Possibly to the location of the God-wave point of origin." 

"That's what I thought." Hydious said as he mused over his next command. Then his 

mind was made up: "Go for it, Splatty." He said. 

And in an instant... 

 

Lady Luck rode aboard Wet World's sole star ship that Thrudsday afternoon. No 

sooner had the ship entered the black hole, when...  

 

...a fascinating solar system became apparent. 



 

"Golly." Mister Splatt exclaimed. "That sure is pretty. It reminds me of a virus!" 

"What do we do now?" Magnuss's old Martian Adventure partner, Yabu Suchs, 

inquired... 

 

"Yeah," his Martian and Scrotonite crewmates joined in, "this is no time for rash, ill-

thought-out decisions. We need debate." 

"Okay." Hydious responded. "We'll drop into orbit around the most habitable planet 

and have a chin-wag." 

Meanwhile Dorkan and Dawlish Deathwish were still travelling across country. 

Exhausted by the 'firm' ride given by the Armoured Reconnaissance Vehicle they had 

decided to stop off at a former beauty spot for a paddle in the cooling waters of a lake... 



 

But when a dark shadow spread across the water, it occurred to them both that too 

much time had elapsed since the beginning of their journey... 

 

"Flipping heck, Dorkan." Dawlish bellowed. "What the flopping flap are we doing 

cooling our tootsies? We should be covering ground; and covering it mucho rápido!" 

Dorkan was the first to agree. In fact she agreed so quickly that she already had the 

motor fired up and idling in near silence as Dawlish clambered aboard the vehicle... 



 

Then it was back on the road again... 

 

Fortunately it wasn't actually very far before they encountered well paved asphalt... 

 

But less fortunately the road signs had all been removed by a tornado that had passed 

through several weeks earlier. Dropping to the road surface, the siblings tried to 

estimate the direction in which they should now turn... 



 

"They don't call me Pathfinder Deathwish for nothing, you know." Dawlish said. "I say 

we turn right." 

"They don't call you Pathfinder Deathwish at all." Dorkan informed her brother. "In 

fact you couldn't find your underpants if they were wrapped around you ankles. Not 

without a flashing L.E.Ds stitched into the waistband anyway. I say we turn left." 

Dawlish looked both ways... 

 

"This is a crossroads." He observed. "Let's split the difference and go straight ahead." 

It was an inspired idea - worthy of an Earplug Brother... 

 



"Wow." Dorkan squealed as they leapt aboard their mighty mechanical steed. "That is 

an inspired idea. I wouldn't be surprised if you've been taking inspirational lessons 

from the Earplug Brothers themselves. I know you have their DVD: I saw it in your 

locker" 

But as the Armoured Reconnaissance Vehicle lurched forward on its lifting thrusters... 

 

...Dawlish had shut out her words. In fact he was wracked with self-doubt... 

 

What if he was wrong? What if they carried the bad news to the Earplug Brothers too 

late? It could mean that the Wonky Supreme Being would enslave the galaxy. 

"Oh cripes." He whispered to himself. "What a responsibility." 



By pure chance, or perhaps by divine right, the Chi-Z-Sox hung in orbit around the 

very planet that the Deathwishes sought to flee... 

 

Upon the bridge, Captain Hydious Gout wrestled with a dilemma... 

 

Should he hold the debate that his crew demanded? Or should he pull rank and tell 

them all to go soak their heads in brine? It was a difficult decision. Too difficult to 

discuss with his wife, whom he had locked in the lavatory, and who now hammered 

upon the door and yelled in a very loud voice: 

"Don't you go making important decisions, Professor Hydious Gout." She screeched. 

"Not without my input anyway." 

He was about to tell her to stick her opinions down the lavatory bowl, when he was 

interrupted by his First Officer. 

"A small ship has just departed the planet's surface." Mister Splatt informed him. 

"Look, there it is." 



 

"Get a combine harvester beam on that ship." Hydious instructed the relevant crew 

person. "Bring it into our shuttle bay." 

"Do you mean a tractor beam?" Mister Splatt inquired. 

"I don't care what you call it." Hydious snapped. "We need to speak with whomever is 

aboard that ship. Then instruct the Earplug Brothers to greet our uninvited guests." 

"Guests?" Everyone heard Putridity screech inside the lavatory. "But I haven't dusted 

the Captain's quarters!" 

Fortunately Putridity managed to escape in time to greet Dorkan and Dawlish as they 

entered the bridge... 

 

"Captain," Magnuss introduced them, "Meet Dorkan and Dawlish Deathwish. They 

have some very interesting news." 



 

"My, what a lovely couple you make." Putridity said without real cause. "How long 

have you been married? 

Dawlish was shocked... 

 

"What? No...we're brother and sister. But who gives a heck? We need to tell you about 

the Supreme Being!" 

Well, Captain Gout listened to what Dawlish had to say. 

"Hmmm," Hydious replied when Dawlish finished, "I'll have to think about this. 

Meantime would you care to show Magnuss and our resident anthropologist, Cilica 

Gelpac, some of the very excellent stuff aboard your ship." 

Of course the Deathwishes were thrilled to comply. There was nothing they enjoyed 

more than showing off their equipment... 



 

"That's a nice Armoured Reconnaissance Vehicle." Magnuss said to Dorkan. "Would 

you like to show me how the controls work?" 

It was a silly question: With the responsibility of her mission passed on to someone else, 

Dorkan couldn't wait... 

 

"The big green knob makes it go." She told Magnuss. "And the big red knob makes it 

stop again." 

Magnuss smiled at this: he well-remembered their visit to the planet of big red knobs... 

 



"That knob might be red." He replied. "But it certainly isn't big." 

With Dorkan getting chummy with Magnuss, Dawlish decided to show the other 

brothers his fleet of Planet Pummellers... 

 

"They bounce up and down like idiots." He told them. "The shock waves are then 

measured; and let me know everything I need to know about the strata beneath the 

surface. Well not everything, of course. Actually not much at all; but Dorkan loves 

riding them, so we keep three of them permanently maintained so that she can jump 

from one to another when they malfunction." 

Chester was clearly impressed: "I can understand that." He said. "If I had three, I'd try 

to ride all three at the same time. I think I'd have toilet fitted too. Can my brothers and 

I have a try?" 

Dawlish couldn't refuse his hosts, but he did make a caveat... 

 

"Don't bounce them in here." He warned. "You'll punch your way straight through the 

hull." 

Then, leaving the boys to their toys, Dawlish slipped away... 



 

"Hi." He said to Cilica in (what he hoped was) an extremely suave manner, "you're one 

cool chick. Your eyes are like pools in which a male earplug could drown, even if he was 

wearing a life-preserver, with a light, whistle, and a blowing tube to keep it topped up." 

"Hello." Cilica replied pleasantly. "You have a most wonderfully droopy moustache: 

what made you grow it?" 

"I'm a big fan of the Nineteen Seventies." Dawlish answered proudly. "Droopy 

moustaches were all the rage back then." 

"Yes, that's right." Cilica squeaked with the recollection of squirming with delight 

every time her Uncle Loftus - himself a fan of the Seventies, but in an earlier era than 

Dawlish - tickled her neck with his moustache when she was just a tiny female earplug. 

"My Uncle Loftus had one. He had a hairy chest too. And a huge medallion on a gold 

chain. I think he was a pawn broker or something like that. All pawn brokers had 

droopy moustaches in those days." 

Whilst this charming conversation was drawing to a close, the Earplug Brothers had 

rushed to the bridge, where a quick debate was held... 

 

Everyone looked at the view screen, which showed open space - and safety. 

"You know we can't flee." Magnuss said. "We're here for a reason. Below us is the 

planet that houses the Galactic Court of Justice, which, currently, is in the clutches of a 

deranged god. Only this ship and its crew stand between freedom and galactic chaos." 



"Well said, Magnuss. Most rousing and all that." Captain Hydious Gout spoke into the 

following silence. "Okay, you've convinced me. Helmsplug: light her up." 

A moment later... 

 

...the Chi-Z-Sox began blasting towards the planet. 

Very soon the forward screen displayed strange rock formations on the planet's 

surface... 

 

Magnuss thought back to the last earplug encounter with the Court of Galactic Justice, 

when one Throgennis Frote... 

 



...had been abducted and held accountable for the behaviour of all Earplugdom. With 

help he had convinced the court that earplugs should continue to exist; and in doing so 

had made the Supreme Being understand that earplugs were really quite nice... 

 

...even if they weren't all the time... 

 

"So," Magnuss asked himself, "what has made S B change his ways? Why has he gone 

all wonky?" 

Of course he received no reply. But, as he was about to shrug his shoulders, this 

happened... 



 

"I don't know who you are." The Wonky Supreme Being growled through the view 

screen. "But if you've got half a silicone brain between the lot of you, you'll sod off now, 

while you still can." 

This threat might, or might not, have influenced the Chi-Z-Sox's captain, but it was way 

too late to reverse direction... 

 

...because the ship had already begun entry into the planet's atmosphere. And it was 

getting so hot inside the ship that no one noticed that the Wonky Supreme Being hadn't 

stopped making terrifying threats... 

 

...which concluded with: "And your tender rubberized botties will feel sore until the end 

of time!" 



Then it was time for the boys to act. In a perfect moment of impetuous timing, Magnuss 

had them relocated to the planet's surface via matter transmission... 

 

And as they made their way towards the Galactic Court... 

 

...Magnuss couldn't help looking back at the alien panorama... 

 

...and wondered if he would ever see Earth and the Museum of Future Technology 

again. 



Chapter 7 

Initially the interior of the Galactic Court building was rather disappointing... 

 

In fact it reminded a disenchanted Miles of the work of the Museum's most reviled 

artist - Anton Twerp. But then Rudi spotted something to which all five brothers could 

relate: a warehouse... 

 



As they arrived at the door, uncertainty reared its ugly head... 

 

Miles felt particularly sick. But they quickly realised that to remain outside would get 

them nowhere in their quest. “Come on, Miles man." Rudi urged. "Twist that knob and 

let us in." 

Once inside, they felt a little more comfortable. The warehouse was well lit and roomy. 

Even so, Miles still hadn't recovered from his experience on the deserted Scroton and so 

continued to fret... 

 

But by the time that they reached the centre of the vast edifice, he was feeling slightly 

better... 

 



Better enough to notice a splashing sound from a small side room. And upon opening 

the door to the small side room he was stunned by the appearance of... 

 

...the Wonky Supreme Being, who seemed to be clothed in a strange, ethereal cloak of 

darkness. He also appeared to have urinated all over the floor and had reflective 

material stitched on to his boots. 

"Grrrr." He said. Then the dark cloak spread across the room... 

 

...as the Wonky Supreme Being appeared to go bananas. Really bananas... 

 

...before disappearing altogether. This act solidified a thought inside Magnuss' mind 

that had previously been somewhat more fluid. 



"The real Supreme Being," he spoke resolutely, "would never wee in a store-room. He 

would create a wonderful urinal. And Day-Glo is so working class." 

"What are you saying, bro?" Rudi asked. 

"That the being that we call the Wonky Supreme Being is an imposter. He has 

supplanted the real Supreme Being." Magnuss explained in a manner that would brook 

no argument. "It has now become our task to locate and free the real thing. Brothers: 

don your Cossack hats. Vamos!" 

 

 Thrashing about the vast warehouse, the five brothers made an eventual discovery. It 

was a huge crate - with a warning stencilled upon it... 

 

Assuming that it was either nuclear waste or God effluent awaiting removal to the 

massive red giant sun, around which the planet orbited, the boys elected to move on. 

But then Miles' keen young ears detected muffled groans and weak knocking sounds. It 



didn't take a genius to figure out what the 'nasty' something was that lurked within the 

crate. Grabbing a crow bar, Valentine wrenched the front panel from the crate... 

 

To the Earplug Brother's consternation they discovered the Supreme Being bound and 

gagged. For a moment they stood open-mouthed. But the Supreme Being didn't have 

that luxury... 

 

"Get this flipping thing offa my face." He mumbled through his futuristic, self-adhesive, 

gag. 

It was approximately the exact same time that the bridge crew received a visitation 

from the Wonky Supreme Being. He held aloft a facsimile earplug, which he then 

proceeded to crush between his fingers... 



 

"I hope that isn't a real earplug." Hydious Gout said bravely. "It appears to be in real 

pain." 

"That's what's gonna happen to you, you bearded wonder. If you don't get the heck 

outta here in two seconds flat, you're gonna regret the day you came out of the toilet 

and sat in that chair." 

"We have people on the planet." Hydious responded calmly. "Earplugs don't leave 

crewmates behind." 

"Is that so?" The Wonky Supreme Being sneered. "Well in that case... 

 

...why don't you go join them!" 

In the time it takes to say: 'Hello, how do you do? The weather's looking a bit crappy 

today, don't you think? And I've left my bloody umbrella in the vestibule.' everything 

and everyone that wasn't bolted down was transmitted off the Chi-Z-Sox... 



 

Leaving it a derelict. The bridge crew suddenly found themselves standing together. In 

front of them stood an equally bemused quintet of earplugs... 

 

"Yuk." Miles spat. "I hate swimming out of my depth. This guy's got us beaten well and 

truly." 

"This is what the future looks like - if we don't do something really quick." Magnuss 

whispered. "Any ideas?" 

To his surprise it was Dawlish who answered: "I think I might be able to help." 

 



Moments later... 

 

Magnuss, Chester, and Miles had leapt aboard the Planet Pummellers. 

"If these things can punch through the hull of a star ship." Magnuss shouted as all three 

brothers opened their throttles. "Imagine what they'll do to a false God's face!" 

The Wonky Supreme Being was caught off-guard - initially at least... 

 

"You rotten little zits." He snarled as the Planet Pummellers advanced upon him. "Try 

to break my spectacles, would you? Well we'll be having none of that nonsense!" 



Back in the Museum of Future Technology, the curators continued to attempt a 

breakthrough with the Omnipresent Scanner... 

 

But they were unsuccessful, and so missed, in the flicker of an eyelid... 

 

...a return to the status quo." 

"Any other brilliant ideas?" Chester said waspishly. "Does someone happen to have a 

pea shooter in his back pocket, perchance? Perhaps we can screw up some lace doilies 

and throw them at him."  

But just when they thought that they had finally bitten off more than they could chew 

and disaster beckoned with a sultry whisper, suddenly the room lit up; went all blurry; 

and someone very huge indeed strolled in... 



 

"Who has been masquerading as the Supreme Being?" A resonant voice that could 

quell maelstroms erupted. "I'm gonna kick their ass." 

"Hoorah." The Earplug Brothers cheered as one. "It's the Proper Supreme Being!" 

In an instant the Wonky Supreme Being matched the original, corpuscle for corpuscle, 

pixel for pixel... 

 

"Yeah?" He sneered. "You and whose army?" 

Something then placed the Earplugs upon a pedestal, though none of them could feel 

entirely certain that it was real; and suspected that they were actually still standing in 

the green light... 



  

 

"It's probably metaphysical." Rudi whispered to Chester. "We're not really here at 

all." 

Then the showdown began. Two equally-matched giants of creation were going toe to 

toe, mano a mano, tooth and nail. The Wonky Supreme Being was the first to unleash a 

thunderbolt... 

 

Only imperceptively behind his opening shot came the Proper Supreme Being's reply... 



 

As luck would have it, Cushions Smethwyke chose that moment to return from the 

dentist. As she hopped on to her seat aboard the recalcitrant Omnipresent Scanner she 

must have shaken loose a corroded connection... 

 

...because the viewer sprang into life, just in time to see... 

 



...the first thunderbolt strike its target, quickly followed by the second... 

 

Inside the popular Fort Balderdash exhibit in the Museum of Future Technology, which 

represented a future era when the entire Earth is engulfed by desert, some visitors 

heard a public announcement... 

 

...which stated that a live feed from the Galactic Court was about to be displayed on all 

public screens. Naturally the inevitable delay annoyed some... 



 

But most were thrilled beyond measure as they raced to get the best view... 

 

And what a view it was as (the now hatless) Wonky... 



 

...sent a second salvo of energy bolts lashing across the space that divided him from the 

Proper Supreme Being. 

 They also witnessed its inevitable effect... 

 

...which was to knock Proper's pretentious hat and spectacles off. But that didn't stop 

him striking back... 

 



...or getting clobbered, well and proper, again himself... 

 

Upon their (admittedly probably non-existent) pedestal, the brothers were growing 

nervous... 

 

"Flipping heck, Rudi." Chester yelled above the crackling tumult. "This guy's a bit 

good, don't you think? I wish there was something we could do." 

"Shut up, Junior." Rudi hissed back. "I'm thinking." 

But thinking was difficult as expensive canvas God jackets were torn off God's backs 

whilst lightning flew across the room in one direction... 

 

...only to come crashing back in the opposite direction... 



 

...smashing, first, into one super-being... 

 

...then into the other... 

 

...which entertained the visitors and inhabitants of the Museum of Future Technology 

immensely... 



 

Though some of them feared the worst and turned away in denial. 

Rudi might have been experiencing problems concentrating; but Magnuss had no such 

trouble. "Hey, Rudi." He bellowed. "Do you remember the time when the museum was 

invaded by Sentinel Robots from the future?" 

Rudi could... 

 

"Sho-nuf do, bro." He yelled back. "They had a mesmeric wave that made people and 

machines do things they wouldn't normally do. A whole bunch of guys pooped 

themselves involuntarily, I recall." 

"And do you remember how we used our brotherly telepathic psychic shield to turn it 

back on them?" Magnuss asked during a momentary lull in hostilities, whilst both Gods 

recharged. 

"Sho-nuf do, Mags." Rudi chuckled at the recollection... 



 

...."They were so mortified that they surrendered." 

"Reckon we can use that psychic shield again?" Magnuss inquired, with a grin. 

 Timing was of the utmost important for the brothers. If they stepped into the fray too 

quickly they could go the same way as... 

 

...Wonky's T-shirt. And Proper's too... 



 

...that being torn asunder by the great energies that ravaged the two Gods and tossed to 

the metaphorical wind's four quarters - along with their expensive canvas jackets and 

pretentious hats. But worse was to come for Magnuss. All the Goddish dancing about 

and shooting hysterically had confused the onlookers. Which God was which? They 

were identical. Whose powers should the Earplug Brothers attempt to turn back upon 

their perpetrator?  

"Oh lummy." He wailed. "I don't know what to do. I'm in a terrible quandary!" 

Then luck smiled in the brother's particular direction, because those same destructive 

energies tore off the two God's bulbous pantaloons and exposed their brief 

underpants...   

 

Blam! One of them wore light blue caks. Crash! The others were... 



 

...dark blue - verging upon black. 

"I have it." Miles yelled above the din. "Which God is which. I can tell them apart!" 

He then instructed his brothers to ignore the stripy waistband... 

 

 "Look." He said in desperation. "His knickers are pale. The others are dark and 

intimidating. Only a fair and decent God would wear light underpants. Whereas, 

conversely, only a nasty God, with something to hide, would wear dark underpants!"  



In an instant Magnuss saw the logic in the younger twin's words. "Quick," he yelled, 

"adopt the position." 

So they did. Or, at least they thought they did... 

 

But, of course, in the real world they actually did this... 

 

But it didn't matter. As Wonky let rip with another energy bolt, the brother's psychic 

shield turned it back. This, in addition to another hurled plasma bomb from Proper... 



 

...hit Wonky right where he would have least enjoyed it... 

 

"Yarg!" He roared. "Crikey too. That hurt!" 



But worse was to come for Wonky. Much, much worse. The action of two consecutive 

hits in the same place disintegrated those tell-tale dark blue underpants... 

 

And whilst he desperately tried to hide his willy from the eyes of everyone who watched, 

Proper was able to retrieve his bulbous pantaloons, his shirt, and his expensive canvas 

jacket and then launch a final assault... 

 

....which entertained those watching in the Museum of Future Technology... 

 



...and forced Wonky to take on his natural corporeal form... 

 

...and flee the planet. 

"Boo!" Said a triumphant Proper Supreme Being, who had been happily reunited with 

his pretentious hat and spectacles... 

 

"Told you I'd kick your ass." 

Naturally joy swept through the Galaxy like a tidal wave of...er...joy. All sorts of aliens 

were chuffed to monkeys. Aliens such as the enigmatic wooden beings of Arborius 

Five... 

 



The faceless wonders of Mask World... 

 

The Machine Life-forms of Mechanicrud Zero... 

 

The huge monolithic giants of Humongous... 



 

And, of course, the Supreme Being's judges at the Galactic Court of Justice, such as 

Barney Blueskin... 

 

But none were more pleased than the Supreme Being himself. Not only had he avoided 

being dispossessed of his underwear, but he'd also won. And he had the Earplug 

Brothers to thank for it... 

 



"Anything." He said to them - uber-magnanimous in victory - "Anything you want is 

yours. Just name it and it will be so." 

Magnuss considered it a fact that when he spoke he spoke for all present and many life-

forms scattered across the Galaxy... 

 

"Well first I'd like fiscal security for the Museum of Future Technology until the end of 

time itself." He said. 

"You got it." The Supreme Being replied cheerfully. 

"I'd also like those slimy Air Heads kicked off Scroton and its people freed from 

subjugation." 

Again the Supreme Being didn't hesitate... 

 

"There you go." He said. "They're a bit bemused; but they're free." 

Magnuss wasn't finished: "I'd like the Earplugs who evolved here back where they 

belong. This is their planet after all." 



For a moment the Supreme Being baulked; but a look from Magnuss made him cave in: 

"Oh alright. Anything else?" 

"Yep." Magnuss cheered up. "It's been a long voyage. I'd rather like it if the Chi-Z-Sox 

and all aboard her were transported back to Earth in no time at all." 

The Supreme Being was clearly relieved by this last demand. "You got it, baby!" He 

laughed. And in the next moment... 

 

...everyone was back from whence they started the Grand Tour. 

"Strike up the band." Magnuss shouted. 

Naturally the museum's resident soul group, the Trumptations, were close at hand... 

 

"Let's party!" Magnuss bellowed. "Huh - get down!" 

And so they did... 

 

Mandy, Candy, Vic, and Bob even put on a spectacular celebratory farting show... 



 

But there were a few dissenters. Those who couldn't quite believe their luck... 

 

Earplugs who lived in perpetual fear that good times never last. And they had good 

reason to feel this way. Because, far out in the depths of space, evil eyes kept watch... 

 

"I'll be back." The Wonky Supreme Being promised a disinterested cosmos. "And next 

time I'll be wearing a reinforced jock strap!" 

The End (until The Time Tamperer) 
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